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This         walk         starts         from         the         popular         Echo         Point,         in
Katoomba,         and         winds         down         to         the         base         of         the
Three         Sisters         via         the         Giant         Stairs.                  From         the
bottom         of         the         stairs         the         track         follows         Dardanelles
pass         to         the         Leura         Forest,         a         great         place         for         lunch.
The         track         then         heads         back         to         the         Giant         Stairs         along
the         Federal         Pass         and         climbs         back         up         to         Echo         Point.
This         walk         will         visits         popular         and         hidden         treasures
of         the         area.
Blue         Mountains         National         Park

Length:
Time:
Climb:
Style:
Rating:
Where:
Transport:

3.8         km
3         hrs
483         m
Circuit
Track:         Hard
3.7         km         SSE         of         Katoomba
bus         car

Visit www.wildwalks.com  for more info
Side         trips         and         Alternate         routes         mentioned         in         these         notes         are         not         included         in         the         tracks         overall         rating,         distance         or         time         estimate.         The         notes         only         describe         the         side
trips         and         Alternate         routes         in         one         direction.         Allow         extra         time         for         resting         and         exploring         areas         of         interest.         Please         ensure         you         and         your         group         are         well         prepared
and         equipped         for         all         possible         hazards         and         delays.         The         authors,         staff         and         owners         of         wildwalks         take         care         in         preparing         these         notes         but         will         not         accept
responsibility         for         any         inconvenience,         loss         or         injury         sustained         by         using         these         notes         or         maps.         Please         take         care         and         share         your         experience         through         the         website.
Please check park closures, weather information and Fire Danger Rating just before leaving for your walk. Walk maybe closed during Total Fire Ban.
GPS for start and end of this walk:-33.732,150.3126

                  
 Wildwalks  
 Download the free Bushwalk Australia eMag
 The eMagazine is produces by the community at bushwalk.com and the Wildwalks team
 Bushwalk.com Australia's most active bushwalking forum - Check it out.
 Happy Reading. Matt :)   

 Echo Point Visitor Information Centre    
 This modern building at Echo Point is a great source of information. It is open daily from 9am-5pm (except Christmas
Day). There is a large range of books, maps and information about the area (and ice creams). There are toilets opposite
the entrance, (including wheelchair-accessible facilities). For more information, phone 1300 653 408. More info  

Echo Point Archway Intersection to Int of the Three Sisters Footpath and Spooners Lookout Footpath 
  0.1km 2 mins 
 (From S) From the archway, this walk heads away from the Echo point and follows the higher of the two paths through
the bush for a short while, until this walk comes to an intersection with the lower path on the right.  

Int of the Three Sisters Footpath and Spooners Lookout Footpath to Top of the Giant Staircase  0.4km 5 mins 
 (From 0.09 km) Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk follows the footpath heading away from the 'Y'
intersection and bending around to the right. The path winds down the long, gentle hill until it flattens out, coming to an
unnamed lookout opposite the intersection of the Prince Henry Cliff Walk and the Three Sisters footpath. 
 Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk follows the footpath down the gentle hill, keeping the cliffs and the
valley down the hill to the right as it winds down to the intersection of the Oreades Lookout Track. 
 Veer right: From the intersection, the walk follows the footpath down the gentle hill towards the Three Sisters, passing
under a rock archway and coming to the top of the Giant Staircase.  

Top of the Giant Staircase to Lady Game Lookout  0km 1 mins Optional Side Trip: 
 (From 0.44 km) Continue straight: From the intersection, the walk follows the footpath down the hill towards the Three
Sisters for about 10m before coming to the Lady Game Lookout.
(Retrace your steps back to the main track, then turn right to continue along this walk.)  

 Lady Game Lookout    
 Lady Game Lookout is a narrow, fenced lookout above the Three Sisters. The track to this lookout starts just near the
archway which marks the start of the Giant Staircase. Lady Game Lookout provides a bird's-eye view over the Three
Sisters and is a popular stop whilst exploring the area.  

Top of the Giant Staircase to The Three Sisters Bridge Intersection  0km 3 mins 
 (From 0.44 km) Turn left: From the intersection, the walk follows the steep stairs, winding down the side of the cliffs, to
the intersection next to the bridge (which goes across to the overhang under the First Sister).  

The Three Sisters Bridge Intersection to The Three Sisters  0km 1 mins Optional Side Trip: 
 (From 0.47 km) Turn right: From the intersection, the walk crosses the bridge over to the Three Sisters.
(Retrace your steps back to the main track, then veer right to continue along this walk.)  
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 The Three Sisters    
 This well-known rock formation can be found just south of Katoomba, and can be viewed from many of the cliffside
lookouts, from Narrow Neck all the way around to Sublime Point. Historically, this formation appears in Aboriginal 'Dream
Time' stories, where three sisters were transformed into stone. This iconic rock formation is popular amongst tourists and
bushwalkers alike. More info  

The Three Sisters Bridge intersection to Leura Forest (Int of Federal Pass and Dardenelles Tracks) 
  1.1km 40 mins 
 (From 0.47 km) Veer left: From the bridge, the walk goes steeply down the cliff using the metal Giant staircase with
handrails. Along the way there are magnificent views of the valley, with chairs to help enjoy various outlooks. The walk
continues to descend steeply until coming to an intersection with a flat bush track, signposted as the 'Dardenelles
Walking Track'. 
 Turn left: From the bottom of the Giant Staircase, this walk follows the Dardanelles Pass sign towards 'Leura Forest',
keeping the main cliff face on the left. There are occasional good views out over the valley to the east. Gradually, the
track begins to descend and becomes more shady. In this section of track, there are often fallen logs across the track,
which will need to be climbed over. Gradually, the track descends down behind the pergola at Leura Forest.  

 Leura Forest    
 Leura Forest is a great picnic area in the Jamison Valley at the junction of the Federal Pass and Dardenelles Tracks.
This place was home to a popular tea house (also known as 'Lady Carrington Dining Hall') from the late 1800's. Today
walkers can still enjoy the historic rotunda and the foundations of the original tea house. The picnic area provides a great
rest spot under the shade of the lilli pilli and coachwood forest.  

Leura Forest (Int of Federal Pass and Dardenelles Tracks) to Int of Federal Pass, Scenic Railway and
Dardenelles Tracks  1.3km 35 mins 
 (From 1.54 km) Turn right: From Leura Forest, the walk follows the 'Federal Pass' sign towards 'Scenic Railway'. Shortly
after crossing a small creek using a little bridge, the track begins to steadily go downhill then flatten out. The environment
surrounding the bush track at this point is quite dense and, while very pretty, it is difficult to see views of the surrounding
area, although there are occasional glimpses of Sublime Point Service Trail on the left. After a while, the track begins to
steadily climb to a signposted intersection with 'Dardenelles Pass'. There are several signposts and a bench seat.  

Int of Federal Pass, Scenic Railway and Dardenelles Tracks to Bottom of Giant Staircase  0.3km 10 mins 
 (From 2.83 km) Turn right: From the intersection, the walk follows the sign pointing along the 'Dardenelles Track'
towards the 'Giant Steps' - this is the upper track, keeping the main cliffs on the left. After the first short rise, the track
flattens out and continues with some great views over the valley. At several points, small seats have been installed to
enjoy these views. The track soon comes to an intersection signposted as the 'Giant Staircase'.  

Bottom of Giant Staircase to Echo Point Archway Intersection  0.7km 20 mins 
 (From 3.12 km) Turn left: From the intersection, the walk follows the sign up the 'Giant Staircase'. This climbs steeply
(with handrails) until coming to an intersection with a bridge that goes across to the First of the three Sisters. Along the
way, there are chairs in which to rest from the climb and enjoy the magnificent views of the valley. 
 Veer right: From the bridge, the walk heads up the staircase steeply to the top. The stairs have handrails and climb up
the side of the cliffs to the intersection with the Lady Game Lookout track. 
 Turn right: From the intersection, the walk follows the footpath up and away from the lookout, passing under a rock
archway and continuing up the gentle hill to the intersection with the Cliff Drive access track. 
 Veer left: From the intersection, this walk follows the concrete footpath up the gentle hill, keeping the cliffs and the valley
down the hill to the left as it winds up to the intersection of the Prince Henry Cliff Walk, near the lookout. 
 Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk heads away from the Three Sisters along the footpath, keeping the
cliffs down the hill to the left as the path gradually rises and turns to the left, before coming to an unmarked intersection
with another footpath. 
 Continue straight: From the intersection, this walk follows the higher of the two paths through the bush. The lower path
should be visible to the left as the track follows the footpath to the archway before the Echo Point Lookout.  
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Map         Scale         1         km

Base         map         is         used         under         licence         and         is         (c)         Department         of         lands                           Panorama         Avenue         Bathurst         2795                           www.lands.nsw.gov.au
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